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GENERAL PROTECTIVE 
ORDER 

 
  DISPOSITION: MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER GRANTED  
 
  On September 15, 2010, PacifiCorp, dba Pacific Power (Pacific Power), 
filed a Motion for Protective Order (Expedited Consideration Requested) with the Public 
Utility Commission of Oregon (Commission).  Pacific Power states that good cause 
exists for the issuance of such an order to protect commercially sensitive and confidential 
business information related to the Company’s Petition, previously approved by Order 
No. 05-021.   
 
  In support of this Motion the Company states that previous protective 
orders issued in this docket, Orders No. 03-638 and No.02-291, need replacing because 
the Commission’s standard protective order has changed.  Therefore, a current standard 
protective order is requested to protect confidential business information, research, 
development, or commercial information, while facilitating the production of relevant 
information and expediting the discovery process. 
 
   I find that good cause exists to issue a General Protective Order, attached as 
Appendix A.  The order permits the broadest possible discovery consistent with the need to 
protect confidential information.  It shields no specific documents and makes no judgment as 
to whether any particular document is a trade secret or contains commercially sensitive 
information.  Rather, the order adopts a process through which parties shall resolve discovery 
disputes that include sensitive information.   
 
  Under the terms of the order, any party may designate, as confidential, any 
information that it reasonably believes falls within the scope of ORCP 36(C)(7).  Any 
such designation must be made in good faith, and be limited to only those portions of 
the document that qualify as a protected trade secret or other confidential research, 
development, or commercial information.  Any other party may challenge the designation 
of any information as confidential.  At that point, the designating party bears the “burden 
of showing that the challenged information falls within ORCP 36(C)(7).”    
















